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The Stuff you need to know: 

 

The Next Twitter Party 
 

Please go vote for the next Twitter Party. 
I will close the poll on Wednesday. 

http://ssbookclub.wordpress.com/ 
 

Eric Northman Day 

 

January 30, 2010 is Eric Northman Day so 
go to the message board and tell 

Charlaine why you love Eric. This is for 
book Eric. Let show the world what kind 

of vamp Eric really is. Let’s show them 
that he is not just a hot sex machine but 

that he is a caring, loving, and funny 
vampire like no other.  

 
 

 
Book Chat Recap 
 

We were able to finish our discussion on Club Dead 

with many returning faces and red letter moments (The 

return of the Manwench and us agreeing with him). We 

started off our book discussion with Eric and Sookie in 

the car driving back to bon Temp with Sookie being 

silent weighing the pros and cons of her relationship 

with Bill. This lead us to discussing the conversation 

between Sook and Eric on her reaction to when ever 

anything truly happens she has the "flight" reaction and 

   

The January Member of the Month is @lilabitblf 

What song, book, or phrase best describes you?  

 LOL, I can't pick just one. It’s a cross between a few songs 

though I will only mention 3. One is Whitesnake's "Here I go 

again” The line "And here I go again on my own, going down 

the only road I've ever known..." for some reason just 

resonates with me. And Savage Gardens "Crash and Burn", it 

is a beautiful song about being there for someone in need. 

The song that I feel that should be my theme song at the 

moment is Barenaked ladies “Who Needs Sleep”… need I say 
more? :P 

 The book that best describes me is the Little Engine that 

Could. I know its corny but it fits :) 

If you could have any job in the world what would you 
be?  

 Well, tweeting for money is currently not an option *lol*. My 

dream job would be one where I can make as much of a 

difference in someone’s life. If I ever win the lottery, I would 

want to start my own charity. I know... No small task that I 
have set for myself :) 

 Who is your favorite author and your fav book?  

 This might surprise everyone, but it’s not of the Sci-

Fi/Fantasy vein. I love Judith McNaught's A Kingdom of 

Dreams and am a Dreadnaught as well :) This was the first 

adult book I read as a young teenager and I fell in love with 
the Westmoreland men. 

 What attracted you to Eric as opposed to Bill? Was it 
the show or the books? 

 I fell in love with Eric first from the books. I loved how he 

just enjoyed being him and lived life his way. He knows who 

he is, he exudes confidence. (OK and thinking of the Viking 

build aint to shabby either.) I really started liking his 

character in Book 2 when he was apologizing to Sookie for 



our opinions of it and Sookie's reactions to the events at 

the gas station. (Side note as the author of this piece.. I 

just want to remind everyone to remember she has had 

a very full 72 hrs in Jackson and we should give her 

some leeway). In these chapters we see a glimpse of 

Eric that he thinks it is wrong for a woman to be able to 

save a man ( or human to save a vamp), though it is 

entertaining to see the battle of the sexes still happens 

in the undead life. This seemed to raise the tension 

level between Eric and Sookie, which led to Eric 

bringing up the driveway and it needing to be repaired 

and us discussing Sookie's reaction to it all (ending 

with her going into the house when she knows people 

are inside and what happens there and after Eric and 

Bill save her). We finish off these chapters and the 

book with a few question and plot holes we would like 

to have filled.  

  

For full chat transcript click the link below:  
 
http://bit.ly/77guDT 
 
 
 

Special Thanks to Rebecca (@aphiorogue) for her help in 

saving the chat 
 

the Maenad attack, and then had to expand on it. It was pure 

BS but it was entertaining as anything... then he winked. I 
was sunk. 

 Do you consider yourself a Truebie or a Bookie? 

 Bookie first with Truebie close behind. I love reading and 

books. Though the TV show is hot. I do allow for some 

differences from the book to the screen. Would I love it if it 

was straight cannon from the books, sure, but it is a different 

media and I do agree some changes had to be made. Though 

the changes to characters is tough to take sometimes. We did 

have Eric more on the screen then we were supposed to from 

book 2 and he truly emerges as a main character toward the 
end of book 3.  

 What would you like to do in NOLA? Any particular 

hotspots? 

 Ahh NOLA :) I would love to do one of the Graveyard tours. 

visit Jackson Square, eat at Cafe Du Monde, go to a Jazz 

Club, find some Etouffee, walk Bourbon St are among a few 
things I want to do :) 

 I want to experience NOLA and cannot wait till march 

 If you were a vampire, would you mainstream? Why or 
why not? 

 Yes, I would be for mainstreaming though I wouldn't be to 

happy. I would be for it because as a human we are making 

many strides in medical science, research, and technology 

that a) we would have stumbled across proof by accident and 

b) we have a rabid media base always on the hunt for the 

next scoop. This way by coming out this way, the vampires 

controlled the message. 

Book Reviews  

The Girls with the Dragon Tattoos by Stieg 

Larrson 

 

To be perfectly honest I had a hard time 

getting into this book.  The first 50 pages 

seemed kinda boring to me.  It takes place in 

Sweden and the main characters are Mikael, a 

journalist who has been charged with libel by 

an a corporate leader and a private investigator 

named Lisbeth. Lisbeth is the girl with the 

dragon and several other tattoos. I found 

myself drawn to her character instantly. She is 

Shitmybookclubsays 

@TrubieDoobyDoo @RynBlair *whispers* I'm thinkin 

@LorenatheMaker is as slow in the head as Bubba where 

@VampireBill is concerned. 

 @werewitchhallow @VikingWenches *bathes in your love as if 

it were a pool of V* 

@Dryaslereth *rubs hands together w/glee & a big evil grin* 

Hubs is about to ride a young horse who's feeling pretty fresh. 

http://bit.ly/77guDT


 

 

the most private person I have ever read.  She 

takes no shit and she makes sure you know 

that. I love how she sets certain men in her life 

straight on where they stand with her.  I was 

completely absorbed in the mystery of Harriet 

Vanger’s disappearance and the resolution was 

a complete shocker. The story is captivating 

and completely not what I expected. I 

recommend this book to anyone that loves a 

good mystery. When it was over and I read the 

last page I said “No that can’t be it!” I am so 

glad there is a sequel.  

Send your reviews to me at 

ssbookclub@vikingwenches.com 

Wonder if we'll see a rodeo? 

@Eric_ofArea5 @Balou8900 Vikings and scoring go hand in 

hand *smirks* 

@Pam_Ravenscroft: #waystopissoffavamp RT 

@lucyspet:@Pam_Ravenscroft oh lawd if your pumps get ruined 

ItWasntMe. 

@MsLizs Ok for a sec I was like you hit how many guys?? 

DAYUM! LOL RT @crazygem85: I hit 22000 guys! And it 

went to my.. @jenny_ap @RynBlair!!! 

@crazygem85 @ericleifnorthmn It could have been a run by ass 

slapping, but I was trying to behave. 

@ssbookclub: ask my tcup anything. Like what is it like to have 

the coolest mom ever!!!! RT @jessicalavender: Ask me anything 

http://bit.ly/bSZTWQ 

@cinjudes: I'm usually a complete spoiler whore, I'll even 

speculate about S6 - but no way do I want to KNOW or see 

anything before next Tuesday #Lost 

@Pam_Ravenscroft *sees @Vincenzovamp leading 

@WerewitchHallow away, and casually sticks my foot out to 

trip her as she walks by* 

@MaccaPhonics: @WerewitchHallow Does the dark side have 

those nifty little puke bags like they have on planes? If so, I'm 

SO there! 

@crazygem85 @Pam_Ravenscroft I knew you might like that. 

@ericleifnorthmn sitting there as your little bitch would bring in 

the masses. Remember that ;) 

Chat Schedule for this month  

 
For the rest of January and February we will be 

reading Dead to the World. Last Sunday we had 

serious chat room problems so we had to postpone 

last week’s chat. I have added a chat room to the 

book club blog page that we will use from now on, so 

please go to Chat Room page on the blog from now 

on. Hopefully we will not have any more problems. I 

have also been asked by several people to postpone 

the chat on SuperBowl Sunday, so we will not have a 

chat that night.  

 

 

Jan. 31 Chapters 1-2 

Feb. 7 Superbowl  

Feb. 14 Chapters 3-4 

Feb. 21 Chapters 5-6 

Feb. 28 Chapters 7-8 
  
 
Chats are at 8 CST on Sunday Nights more info here 
http://ssbookclub.wordpress.com/the-chats/ 
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